. In the zero-effective-range approximation, the cross section is predicted to be nearly constant up A search for magnetic monopoles in lunar material has been performed by the electromagnetic measurement of the magnetic charge of samples. All measurements were found consistent with zero charge for all samples and inconsistent with any other value a11owed by the Dirac theory. Upper limits are determined for the monopole flux in cosmic radiation and for the pair-production cross section in proton-nucleon collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION An electromagnetic monopole detector has been used to measure the magnetic charge of samples of lunar material returned by the Apollo 11 mission. The null result and a preliminary interpretation have been reported. ' This paper gives a more complete analysis of the experiment.
The discovery of magnetic monopoles would have far-reaching consequences. Their existence has been invoked in the explanation of the phenomenon of electric charge quantization, " a phenomenon which has been verified to the limit of experimental accuracy. 4 According to a recent theory, ' the elementary particles would be made of electrically charged monopoles, i.e. , particles having both an electric and a magnetic charge.
All searches for monopoles rely on some physical properties attributed to those particles. The failure to discover them in a given experiment calls for careful documentation of the monopole properties that were assumed and for an assessment of their likelihood. A "legalistic" point of view may be appropriate to judge the proofs of absence of monopoles in such an experiment. All the properties assumed in our detection technique stem from long-range interactions, i.e. , the only interactions for which reliable predictions can be computed when the coupling constant is as large as the one expected for magnetic monopoles.
In Sec. II we describe the basic properties of the monopole, and in Sec. III we discuss some experimental consequences based on them. In Sec. IV we describe our measurements of the magnetic charge of 28 samples of lunar material. Interpretation of our negative result in terms of limits for the cosmic-ray flux and the production cross sections depends on the history of the lunar surface, for which reasonable hypotheses are advanced; that history justifies the search for monopoles in the lunar material. These hypotheses cannot be paralleled to the properties assumed for the detection technique. They are described and used to interpret our data in Secs. V, VI, and VII. Some 
Results
The lunar material analyzed in this experiment was divided into 28 samples of approximately equal weight whose magnetic charges were measured independently. Figure 3 shows the measurement of those charges in a sequence that is approximately chronological. Table I limit for the density of monopoles in the sample, with a factor of proportionality that we derive from a Monte Carlo computation. ' Much of this computation depends on the same parameters as the mixing depth I in such a way that, because of cancellation effects, much of the error in their determination has little influence on the final result.
In that computation, proton interactions are simulated with the properties listed from (a) to (c) in Sec. VIIA. Vile neglect monopole production by the secondary flux [condition (d) in Sec. VIIAj, therefore we compute an upper limit slightly greater than the real one. In addition, we assume (a) the cross section a for each mass M assumed for the monopoles of a pair is constant above threshold and zero below it; (b) the produced monopoles were emitted in the same direction as the incident proton, with the same velocity as the original nucleon-nucleon system, and with range given by EQ. (10).
The limit for the cross section o for 95% confidence level is plotted on Fig. 6 as a Tables II to IV: in   Table II for some experiments" "" determining limits on the cosmic-ray monopole flux, in Table  III for experiments determining pair -production cross-section limits, """ '~a nd in Table IV, for experiments'"'" " that set limits on density of magnetic monopoles in ordinary matter. The limit obtained per nucleon, with the Dirac charge assumed for the monopole, appears in Table IV The main feature of our experiment is that the only properties assumed for the monopoles, aside from their production, stem from their electromagnetic interactions at ranges of 1000 A or more. The other assumptions necessary for the interpretation concern essentially the radiation history of the moon and are independent of the monopole theory itself. 
